
Body of Knowledge™ 
Masterclass Series

E-RYT500 NYC-based yoga educator, Laurel empowers movement 
professionals across the US and abroad. Her contagious enthusiasm coupled 
with her dynamic and thought-provoking teaching style inspire students to think 
critically and creatively about how they practice and teach. Her anatomy articles 
can be found on the Yoga Tune Up® blog, Women’s Health and Fitness and 
Yoga Life. Learn more at www.laurelyoga.com.

Call DANCE STOP STUDIOS to register: 770-578-0048
4400 Roswell Rd • #128, Marietta • GA • 30062

Friday | Feb 17th | 6-8:30p | at Dance Stop Studios
The Anatomy and Biomechanics of Downward-Facing Dog
Learn the anatomy and biomechanics of downward-facing dog and strategies for avoiding impingement and 
compression of your shoulders. Expect a playful practice that explores the possibilities of downward dog 
and your body in this pose. Look forward to a lot of personal attention and opportunities to work with your 
individual needs.

Saturday | Feb 18th | 10-12:30p | at Dance Stop Studios
Arm Balances, Inversions & the Biomechanics of Core Stability
Learn what it means to have a strong core from the perspective of biomechanics. Expect a practice that 
builds toward arm balances and inversions. You will focus on approaching these poses in a way that 
cultivates awareness, strength and a feeling of spaciousness in your core.

Saturday | Feb 18th | 2:30-5:00p | at Dance Stop Studios
Hip-Opening and the Biomechanics of Stretching
Learn what it means to stretch the body’s tissues from the perspective of biomechanics. Expect a practice 
that builds toward hanumanasana (splits pose) and pigeon pose. Learn to approach these poses in a way 
that cultivates strength at your end range of motion. Develop awareness and stability so that you can 
redirect safely within the parameters of your range.

Laurel Beversdorf
$125 FULL SERIES | $50 SINGLE
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